Life Group Notes

A Story Worth Telling
Sunday 26th February 2017

Welcome
Who would you say has been a pioneer? Whether famous in history or from personal experience.
What has made them stand out to be called a pioneer?
Who in the Bible encourages you as a pioneer personally?

Word
Have a little reality check. Do you feel you’re living a story worth telling? Why or why not?
There were four things that we looked at to have a story worth telling.






Start:
How well do you finish the things you start?
What things most often cause you not to finish?
Describe a seemingly small decision that had a real impact on the direction of your life?
How was your life altered by that decision?
Small disciplines can lead to big life changes.
What are examples of some small disciplines you maintain in your life and what can you
start doing now that will have a future impact?

Stop:
Andy Stanley: “Direction, not intention, determines your destination”
 How have you seen the truth of this statement play out in your story?
 What are the hardest things about stopping anything?
 How has stopping one thing had an effect on your life story?





Stay:
How do you typically decide when to stay and when to go?
What season of life would you describe yourself as being in at the moment?
Describe a time when you decided to stay when it might have been easier to go?
What did you learn from that experience?








Go:
Describe a time when you decided to go when it would have been easier to stay?
What was the result of your leap of faith?
Is there a faith step that you need to take now?
What things keep us from taking that step?
How can we overcome these challenges?
Do you tend to act most out of fear or faith?

Consider the four stages and think about which one may apply to you.
 Pray for each other and let God speak into your starting, stopping, staying or going!
 Pray for us as a community as we move closer to Launch day!
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